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Members of stigmatized groups often live with the expectation that they will be over-scrutinized, overlooked, underappreciated, misunderstood, and disrespected in the course of their daily life. How do they interpret and respond to this lived reality? What resources do they have at their disposal to do so? How are their responses shaped by neo-liberalism? How can responses to stigmatization foster social resilience?

This chapter enriches our understanding of social resilience by considering whether and how stigmatized groups may be empowered by potentially contradictory contextual forces – more specifically, by cultural repertoires that enable their social inclusion. We consider repertoires to be social scripts, myths, and cultural structure, and that the content of these repertoires varies to some extent across national contexts (Lamont and Thévenot 2000). We also consider that certain repertoires can foster resilience by feeding the capacity of individuals to maintain positive self-concepts, dignity, and a sense of inclusion, belonging, and recognition (i.e., that they are valued members of their society). We argue that societies provide individuals with different means for bolstering their identity and building resilience. This is accomplished by making available repertoires that are fed by national ideologies, neo-liberalism, and narratives concerning the collective identity of their groups.

---

2 On repertoires, see Swidler (1986). While collective imaginaries provide to a group a sense of shared past and future, as well as shared identity (see the introduction to this volume), the term “repertoire” can be apply to such collective imaginaries, as well as to other relatively stable schemas or cultural structure.

3 On recognition, see Taylor (1992) and Honneth (1996). Walton and Cohen (2011) have shown that social belonging increases self-reported well-being among African-American college students. In future research we will consider how various types of responses to stigmatization influences subjective well-being. On collective imaginaries and health, see Bouchard (2009).

4 Other repertoires may be more relevant in other societies and historical periods. We take Jenkins (1996) theory concerning social identity as a point of departure: we understand it as resulting from both self-identification (e.g., what it means for African-Americans to belong to this group) and group categorization (the meaning given to this group by out-group members; see also Cornell and Hartman, 1997; Brubaker and Cooper 2000).
Considering repertoires is an essential macro complement to the generally more micro approaches to resilience and responses to stigma. It shifts the focus on social resilience conceived as a feature of groups, as opposed to a feature of individuals. It also brings to light neglected conditions for recognition and social inclusion, which are essential dimensions of successful societies (Hall and Lamont 2009). For instance, Wright and Bloemraad (2012) show that societies that adopt multicultural narratives about collective identity and multicultural policies (i.e. that score high on the multiculturalism index) signal to immigrants that they value their contributions to the host society. These societies not only provide recognition to immigrants but also foster their emotional and cognitive engagement in this host society, as manifested for instance in their greater political participation. This means that repertoires matter. While stigmatization and mistreatment of particular groups is a universal feature of societies, national histories of group boundaries, conflict and reconciliation vary. Societal trajectories of group relations shape the opportunities and resources individuals have at their disposal for understanding and dealing with stigmatization and mistreatment, and thus affect their resilience. Members of stigmatized groups themselves—along with their allies—often play an important role in forging such opportunities—which then influence the repertoires made available to group members in successive generations.

While this chapter concerns primarily the United States, we adopt a comparative approach and also describe responses to stigmatization in Brazil and Israel, countries where the boundaries separating the main stigmatized group from other groups differ in their degree of permeability and porousness (Lamont and Bail 2005). In the three national settings under consideration, we focus on responses to stigmatization among members of groups that are stigmatized on different bases and with different intensities, that is: 1) African-Americans in the New York metropolitan
area; 2) Afro-Brazilians in Rio de Janeiro; and 3) Ethiopian Jews, Mizrahis (Oriental Jews) and Arab citizens of Israel in the greater Tel Aviv. While the first three groups have historically been stigmatized based on phenotype, Mizrahis are discriminated against based on ethnicity -- although they are a majority group in Israel. For their part, Arab Israelis are primarily stigmatized due to their ethno-religious identity – i.e. as Arabs and non-Jews.\(^5\)

The comparison is informed by interviews conducted with large samples of “ordinary” middle class and working class men and women in each of these three national contexts (with 150 interviews in the United States, 160 in Brazil, and 130 in Israel).\(^6\) These individuals are ordinary in the sense that they are not characterized by, nor selected on the basis of, their involvement in social movements related to identity-politics (unlike Moon 2012). They were selected as research participants generally randomly, based on criteria such as place of residence, occupations, and level of education (see appendix for details). This approach is most appropriate for documenting the whole range of responses to stigmatization found in a population, without privileging social actors who are most politicized. This is necessary as we are concerned with how the consolidation of collective identity may affect everyday responses to racism.\(^7\)

\(^5\) Bases of stigmatization are historically contingent, with (for instance) biological racism being replaced by cultural racism in the so-called “post-racialism” era in the United States (Bobo 2011).

\(^6\) This research was conducted by three groups of social scientists who have engaged in a collaborative study since 2005. We adopted a comparative approach with parallel research designs and data collection procedures. Core collaborators in Israel are Joshua Guetzkow (Department of Anthropology and Sociology, Hebrew University), Hanna Herzog, and Nissim Mizrachi (Department of Anthropology and Sociology, Tel Aviv University). For Brazil, the main collaborators are Elisa Reis and Graziella Silva (Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Inequality, Federal University of Rio). For the United States, the core team consists of Crystal Fleming (Department of Sociology, State University of New York at Stony Brook), Michèle Lamont (Department of Sociology and Department of African and African American Studies, Harvard University), and Jessica Welburn (Department of Sociology and Department of African-American Studies, University of Michigan). The US team benefitted from the assistance of Monica Bell, Mellisa Bellin, Steven Brown, Moa Bursell, Nathan Fosse, Nicole Hirsch, Veronique Irwin, Anthony Anthony Jack, Michael Jeffries, and Cassi Pittman.

\(^7\) The notion of “everyday response to stigmatization” is inspired by Essed (1991)’s notion of everyday racism as “…integration of racism into everyday situations through practices that activate underlying power relations” (50). It
The empirical focus of interviews is accounts of rhetorical and strategic tools deployed by individual members of stigmatized groups to respond to perceived stigmatization (a broad term that includes perceived misrecognition, prejudice, stereotyping, racism, discrimination, exclusion, etc.). Responses to stigmatization can be individual or collective and they take a variety of forms such as confronting, evading or deflating conflict, claiming inclusion, educating/reforming the ignorant, attempting to conform to majority culture or affirming distinctiveness, wanting to “pass” or denouncing stereotyping; and engaging in boundary work toward undesirable “others” when responding to stigmatization. They also include “exit” strategies, such as “limiting contacts,” “absorbing it,” “ignoring the racists,” and “managing the self” (Fleming, Lamont, and Welburn 2011). These responses (including decisions to not respond) occur both in private (when individuals ruminate about past experiences and try to make sense of them), and in public (when they interact with others while reacting to specific events or incidents)(see Bickerstaff 2012 on public and private responses).

As we explored responses to stigmatization, we paid special attention to interviewees’ references to national scripts and collective myths, as well as to their views concerning what grounds cultural membership and belonging – criteria ranging from economic success to morality and cultural similarities (Lamont 2000). In doing so, we aimed to capture what repertoires respondents drew on in describing situations of stigmatization and how they dealt with them. We also gathered information on their beliefs about, and explanations for, equality and differences between human groups.\(^8\) While comparative studies of race relations are

---

\(^8\) This approach is developed in Lamont (2000). Drawing on the sociology of science, it focuses specifically on how ordinary people construct facts on the nature of human groups based on various types of evidence. See also Morning (2009) on racial conceptualizations and Roth (2012) on racial schemas.

\(^8\) This approach is developed in Lamont (2000). Drawing on the sociology of science, it focuses specifically on how ordinary people construct facts on the nature of human groups based on various types of evidence. See also Morning (2009) on racial conceptualizations and Roth (2012) on racial schemas.
generally focused on political ideology and state structures (e.g., Marx 1998; Lieberman 2009), or elite discourse (e.g. Van Dijk, 1993; Eyerman, 2002), we connect such ideologies to individual narratives about daily experiences, intergroup relationships, and group boundaries.

Our topic is particularly significant at the present juncture and this, for two reasons: 1) To the extent that neo-liberalism is often associated with individualization, de-politicization, and a flight away from social justice movements (Lazaretto 2009; Greenhouse 2011), we need to better distinguish between responses to stigma aim to correct the situation of the individual or that of the group (see also Ancelovici (this volume) on French responses to class domination); 2) In the current period of growing economic inequality, members of stigmatized groups are often more vulnerable (Pierson and Hacker 2010; also Welburn 2012 on the downwardly mobile African-American middle class). In this period of increased insecurity, it is particularly urgent to need to better understand which resources (cultural and others) enable the development of their social resilience and the lessening of vulnerabilities.

Our concern is subjectivities in the neo-liberal age. The growing literature on the neo-liberal subjectivities has focused primarily on the transformation of middle and upper-middle class selves under late capitalism (e.g. Hearn 2008), described alternatively (under the influence of Giddens (1991) and Boltanski and Chiafello (1999) and others) as having self-actualizing,

---

9 Space limitation precludes a comparison of our approach with the influential critical discourse analysis approach to racism (e.g. Wodak 2001) or to more political studies of white and black anti-racism (Feagin and Sikes 1994; Picca and Feagin 2007; for a review see O’Brien 2007.)


11 In May 2012 the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that 7.4% of whites are currently unemployed compared to 13.6% of African-Americans. Research has also consistently shown that African Americans have considerably less wealth than whites, which includes lower homeownership rates, less saving and few investments. (e.g. Conley 1999; Oliver and Shapiro 2005, Pew 2011). For example, Oliver and Shapiro (2005) find that African Americans control only ten cents for every one dollar whites control. A 2011 report by the Pew Charitable Trust Foundation shows that the wealth gap has only grown since the 2008 global recession.
networked, branded, and cosmopolitan selves. Social scientists have generally neglected the scripts or myths made available to “ordinary” working class people, who make up half of our respondents and more than the majority of the American population. This group is also neglected in studies of everyday responses to racism -- despite a huge literature on African-American responses to racism, particularly through social movements (but for a few exceptions, e.g. Frederick (2010) on African-American aspirations to be millionaires).

The paper opens with two examples of experiences and responses to stigmatization by African-American men. It discusses what most African-Americans interviewees believe is the best way to respond to racists: confrontation. It also explores how this response is shaped by American national collective myths. Second, drawing on the collective work of our collaborators in Brazil and Israel (as presented in a special issue of Ethnic and Racial Studies (Lamont and Mizrachi 2012), we sketch how responses to stigmatization in these countries are also shaped by national collective myths, including those that concern the history, place, and salience of ethno-racial minorities in the polity. Third, we take a closer look at the American case to examine how responses to stigmatization are shaped by 1) repertoires about matrices of human worth that are connected to neo-liberalism and that emphasize competition, consumption, individualization, and personal achievement; and 2) repertoires tied to African-American collective identity, its tradition of resilience, and its distinctive criteria of worth. Information on research design, selection, interviews and on the data collection and analysis are available in appendix.

Drawing only on questions we asked interviewees concerning their ideal or “best approaches” to responding to stigmatization, the chapter highlights the responses to stigmatization found in Brazil, Israel and the United States. We found that the most popular response among African-American we talked to is confronting racism (Fleming, Lamont, and
Welburn 2011), which is motivated by a national history of *de jure* racial exclusion and fed by the lasting legacy of the civil rights movement. In contrast, most Afro-Brazilian interviewees assert the centrality of racial mixture (variously defined) in their society, including the notion that “we are all a little black”. In this context, they promote accommodation over confrontation (Silva and Reis 2011), as more compatible with national identity and culture (with reference to the notion of racial democracy). For their part, interviewees from stigmatized Jewish groups in Israel emphasize shared religion over ethno-racial identity and respond to stigmatization by asserting the Jewish identity they share with the majority group (Mizrachi and Herzog 2011).

Finally, in the face of strong ethnic and religious discrimination, Arab Israelis respond by evoking the universal respect of human dignity. They also avoid making claim based on group rights (Mizrachi and Zawdu 2011). We suggest that in each case, these responses are facilitated by widely available cultural myths about national belonging -- more specifically, by the American dream, the myth of Brazilian racial democracy, and Israeli Zionism.

A closer look at the American case reveals that African Americans draw on two additional repertoires in responding to stigmatization. First, they use a repertoire made available by neo-liberalism, which focuses on scripts that value competition, consumption, individualization (Bourdieu 1998) and personal achievements (in line with market fundamentalism (Somers 2008)). These scripts of response go hand in hand with individualist explanations of low achievement, poverty and unemployment, which are often associate with poor moral character (laziness, lack of self-reliance), as opposed to market and structural forces. Second, they use a repertoire that is connected to group identity and that celebrates

---

12 Similarly, Greenhouse (2011) argues that the moral construction of African-Americans and poverty has been profoundly transformed under neo-liberalism – with a stronger stigmatization of welfare dependency and celebration of a neo-liberal self. This means that the tools with which African-Americans respond to racism are themselves the product of neo-liberalism.
shared culture and experiences. These narratives are sources of pleasure and comfort that can act as a counterweight to feelings of isolation and powerlessness, and as such, enable social resilience. These repertoires also emphasize moral strength and a history of survival that mitigate self-blaming, and may also act as a resource for social resilience. Finally as Lamont (2000) argued based in interviews conducted in 1993, we also find an alternative moral matrix of evaluation that allows African-Americans to not measure themselves by the dominant standard of socioeconomic success. These alternative repertoires can potentially act as sources of social resilience by broadening the criteria of social inclusion.

National narratives that stress the American history of racism and fight against racial domination (of the type associated with the American civil right movement and with African-American social movements, such as the Black Panthers), and representations of shared African-American collective identity characterized by resilience, could enable collective responses oriented toward confrontation. But scripts central to neo-liberalism may favor also primarily individualist responses to stigma, particularly the pursuit of individual mobility. Addressing whether individual or collective responses have positive or negative association with social resilience is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we point out ways in which the various repertoires respondents draw on may affect social resilience. For instance, while a focus on personal achievement may encourage African-Americans to escape stigma through an agentic, autonomous and universalist logic (as one respondent puts it, “get the skills to get the job – may the best man win”), it may also limit the appeal of alternative matrixes of evaluation (such as the notion that Blacks have a caring self and solidarity (Lamont 2000)) that emphasizes morality, 13 This is one of the three elements of definition of social resilience at the center of this collective volume. The two other dimensions are ability to imagine better futures that are within one’s reach, and ability to resist discrimination, exploitation, and exclusion.
downplays socioeconomic success, and thus sustain positive self-images despite low social status.

This chapter builds directly on Successful Societies: How Institutions and Culture Affect Health, which focused on the capability of individuals and groups to respond to the challenges they encounter and on how institutions and shared cultural repertoires serve as resources and buffers against the “wear and tear of inequality” that epidemiologists address (Clark, Anderson, Clark & Williams 1999; Hertzman and Boyce 2010). National identity, scripts provided by neoliberals, and scripts about collective identity, are some of the main repertoires or tool-kits on which individuals draw to gain recognition, and respond to the challenges they face (Lamont 2009). Thus, resilience is maintained not only by inner moral strength and resourcefulness or by social support (often emphasized in popular and scholarly writings), but also through the repertoires that sustain recognition or the institutionalization and circulation of positive conceptions of individual or collective selves. From this perspective, members of stigmatized groups vary with regard to their ability to reshape group relations in ways that allow for the widespread adoption of representations and narratives asserting the dignity and worth of their group.

This argument complements social psychological approaches to resilience. Social psychologists typically focus on the psychological orientations that foster individual resilience, such as privileging the in-group as a reference group (Crocker, Major and Steele, 1998)\(^{14}\) and having a strong racial identification or biculturalism (Oyserman and Swim 2001)). They also consider the impact of cognitive ability, positive self-perception, and emotional regulation on

\(^{14}\) See also Pinel (1999) on “stigma consciousness,” and Clark et al. (1999) on how minority groups cope psychologically with the “perceived stressor” of racism and prejudice. Also Link and Phelan (2000) for a broader review of the literature on stigma, which is most often concerned with the stigma of “stressors” such as mental illness and physical handicaps, and their impact on health.
resilience, as well as the broader environment, generally network and community support (see Son Hing in this volume). In contrast, again, our analysis centers on the cultural supply side of the equation, i.e. on cultural repertoires and the relative availability of alternative ways of understanding social reality (also Harding, Lamont and Small 2010).

It is important to note that institutional and structural forces also play a crucial role in shaping responses and diffusing repertoires. Indeed, a large literature addresses the role of public policies in defining the conditions of reception for minority groups, including how they understand their place in the polity (e.g. Kastoryano (2002), Wimmer and Min (2006), Ireland (2004), and Koopmans et al (2005)). These topics are beyond the scope of this paper and we leave them aside. For the most part, we also leave aside the important question of how repertoires diffuse, why individuals or groups are more likely to draw on one script rather than another (see for instance Lamont 1992; Schudson 1988), and, variations in the salience of ethno-racial identities across groups.

**African Americans Experiencing and Responding to Stigmatization**

---

15 Son Hing (this volume) considers that “protective factors (i.e., strengths or capabilities) may reside within the individual (e.g., emotional regulation, self-enhancement), the family (e.g., secure attachments, authoritative parenting), or the community or environment (e.g., community resources, programming)” (p. X). Cultural repertoires are not part of the protective factors they have paid attention to.

16 Of the three groups of African descent, African-Americans are most likely to self-define through their racial identity and they are more likely to label an interaction or a person as “racist.” Afro-Brazilians and Ethiopian Jews have racial identities that are less salient and/or that are expressed primarily through class (in Brazil) or religious (in Israel) frames. Thus, national contexts make various kinds of cultural scripts, myths, or repertoires more or less readily available to social actors to make sense of their reality (Lamont and Thévenot 2000; also Swidler 1986; Mizrachi et al 2007.) Along with Wimmer (2008) and Brubaker (2009), we analyze not only social identity but also identification processes and the development of groupness. However, unlike these scholars, we are centrally concerned not only with cognition but also with the role of emotion (particularly anger, pain, pride and other feelings directly associated with identity management – see Archer 2003; Summers-Effler 2002). And we also connect the drawing of group boundaries to everyday morality (e.g. Lamont (2000) and Sayer (2005) in the case of class.)
How does it feel to be outside of a boundary? Most of the African-American men and women we interviewed perceive themselves as being underestimated, distrusted, over-scrutinized, misunderstood, feared, overlooked, avoided, or plainly discriminated against at some point in their lives. This perception can be persistent for some respondents and situational for others. Two examples provide suitable illustrations. They both concern two strikingly similar narratives in which an African-American man finds himself inside an elevator with out-group members.\textsuperscript{17}

In the first case, Marcus, a black court employee enters an elevator in which he finds a middle age Indian woman who also works at the court.\textsuperscript{18} He describes the situation thus: “She clutches her purse. I almost fainted. I almost fainted. . . . . It devastated me. But it’s happened to brothers before. Welcome to the Black race, brother. You’ve got it. I’ve got it.” Her reactions prompt Marcus’ anger and humiliation because, as he explains, he often feels that people think he does not belong in the court building. For instance, he is routinely questioned about whether he truly works at the court and knows others who work there. Marcus has to carefully consider how he should respond to the situation. Should he ignore the slight and let it go? Should he confront the woman and if so how? And what will be the costs of confrontation (emotional, interactional, potentially legal)? Marcus wants to maintain his image of professionalism \textit{and} stand up for himself. How can he do both? He explains that these are the questions that often emerge when he experiences stigmatization. The repeated experience of such an internal dialogue can take a toll and contribute to the “wear and tear of everyday life,” that results in huge disparities in the health and wellbeing of ethnорacial groups in the United States and elsewhere.

\textsuperscript{17} For a discussion of the place of our argument in the literature on African-American anti-racism (e.g. in relation to the work of Karyn Lacy, Joe Feagin, and others), see Fleming, Lamont, and Welburn (2011).

\textsuperscript{18} We use “African-American” and “Black” interchangeably to reflect the use of these terms by our respondents.
In a second example, Joe, a recreation specialist, faces a more blatant racist situation. His account viscerally expresses perceptions of the health impact of anger in the experience of stigmatization (see Mabry and Kiecolt 2005). He finds himself alone with several white men in an elevator. He recalls the scene thus:

One made a joke about Blacks and monkeys. I said, “Man, listen, I ain’t into jokes.” . . .

His demeanor changed, my demeanor changed. All of the positive energy that was in there was being sucked out because the racial part. And the other guys, you could actually see them shrinking up in the corner because they didn’t want no parts of it... [I told myself] get out of it because if I stay in it, I’m going to be in that circle and [won’t be able to] get out . . . The stress level rose. My tolerance was getting thin, my blood pressure peaking and my temper rising. By the grace of God, thank you Jesus, as I stepped off the elevator, there was a Black minister walking past. I said, “Can I speak to you for a minute because I just encountered something that I got to talk about because I’m this far [to exploding] ....” I had been at the job for a week. This is all I need to get me fired. He said, “You’re a better man than me.” [Now] I’m trying to get through the affair [to decide] if I was to go to the city [to complain].

Joe knows that anger and impulse control is imperative if he wants to keep his job. He has to manage his emotions and finds an outlet when a chance encounter with an African-American pastor offers relief -- or a buffer – from a fellow group member who can relate to. Like the majority of our interviewees, Joe factors in pragmatic considerations when weighing various courses of action (Fleming, Lamont and Welburn 2011). But his normative response is that one needs to confront racism. This gap between ideal responses and situational constraints—may have consequences for the emotional wellbeing of our respondents.
When probed about the “best approach” for dealing with racism (using an open-ended question format), three quarters of the 112 African-American interviewees who addressed this question focused on how to respond (what we call “modalities” of responses): half of them (47 percent) favored confronting or challenging racism and discrimination. They prefer to “name the problem,” “openly discuss the situation,” and “make others aware that their action makes me uncomfortable.” This compares to a third (32 percent) who prefer conflict-deflecting strategies -- believing that it is best to ignore, accept, forgive, manage anger or walk away (Fleming, Lamont and Welburn 2011). The rest favor a mixed strategy, choosing to “pick their battles” or to “tolerate.” Two thirds (65 percent) focused not on “modalities” but on what they consider to be the specific “tools” for responding to discrimination. For a third of them (37 percent), the best approach is educating stigmatizers and (in some cases) fellow blacks about tolerance, diversity, and the lives and culture of African-Americans. For a fifth of them (17 percent), the best tool is to increase formal education for African-Americans to improve mobility outcomes for members of the group. 19

An illustration of the desire to confront is provided by a prison instructor. When asked how we should deal with racism, he responds:

Confront it. ‘Cuz people will try to tell you that it doesn’t exist and it does exist [...] confront it. Not in a negative way, but just bring it up, discuss it. White folks will try to act like it doesn’t exist and then they’ll try to reverse it on you,

This is typical of the responses voiced by many interviewees. Their shared belief in the legitimacy of confrontation as a response is bolstered by the widespread availability of national scripts about the racist history of the United States, to which they often make reference in the

19 A number of other tools (e.g. gaining information) were mentioned by only a few respondents and thus are not reported here. Some respondents mentioned more than one “best approach” for dealing with racism.
context of the interviews (whether they talk about the history of chattel slavery, Jim Crow or the experiences of their parents growing up in the south). Equally important is their awareness of the civil rights movements (including the struggles around school desegregation, “the Newark Riots, the marches on Washington”) and their current experiences with discrimination at work or elsewhere. More specifically, among 302 mentions of landmark historical events made during the course of the interviews, 30 percent concerned slavery, 16 percent concerned the 2008 elections, 15 mentioned the civil rights movement and 11 mention the race riots. For instance, one interviewee explains that “my wife’s father had a black garage in South Carolina. The Klu Klux Klan burned it down. That’s why they moved up here, to get away from it. A lot of older people, they don’t’ even like to talk about it. .. We just had to deal with it.”

As suggested by the examples of Marcus and Joe (and as observed by social psychologists), the ideal of confronting racism is tempered by pragmatic consideration concerning costs (material, symbolic, or emotional). Individual strategies are constrained by what respondents believe is possible and doable given their needs and dependency on resources. In the presence of obstacles to confronting, a majority of middle class African-Americans respondents focus on hard work and achievement as the key to challenging racial inequality (also Welburn and Pittman 2012)– 20 essential to the pursuit of the American Dream. Many embrace this crucial national collective myth (Hochschild 1995), through educational and economic achievement, and through the consumption it enables (as one respondent, a network technician, puts it: “You need to do something positive with your life. The American dream is out there; all

20 The forty five African-American middle class respondents interviewed for Welburn and Pittman (2012) more frequently explain racial inequality by motivational than by structural problems. These authors find 79 mentions of the former in interviews (e.g., decline in values and morality, lack of efforts, making excuses) as compared to 65 mentions of the latter (“fewer opportunities for African-American males”, "racism and discriminations", etc.)
you got to do is grab it and run with it.” We will see that this individualist response coexist with a more collectivist strategy grounded in a shared African-American identity.

The continued commemoration of the African-American history of discrimination (e.g., through the institutionalization of Black History Month, the existence of African-American studies as an academic discipline, as well as important aspects of Black popular culture) enables interviewees to feel that it is legitimate to denounce and confront racism and discrimination. This orientation is less frequent among respondents in Brazil and Israel (Silva and Reis 2012; Mizrachi and Herzog 2012).

National Responses Compared

A) Israel:

Like African-Americans we spoke with, Israelis anchor their responses to stigmatization in national myths. Indeed, Mizrachi and Zawdu (2011) show that ordinary Ethiopian Jews use the Zionist national narrative to neutralize the stigma associated with Blackness -- unlike political activists have attracted the attention of the Israeli media in 2011. They downplay their phenotypical markings (e.g., skin tone) and define their identity as “just another group of immigrants,” similar to other Jewish immigrant groups who eventually assimilate and prosper in Israel (like the Russian Jews who preceded them en masse in the nineties). This identification as “Jewish immigrants” grounded in the Zionist narrative serves as an equalizer: it legitimates their participation in the larger society. Similarly, the Mizrahis mobilize an assimilationist state ideology as a cultural tool for gaining recognition – an ideology that defines all Jews, regardless of regional, phenotypical or other characteristic, as members of the polity. Both groups find in this ideology empowering repertoires of religious citizenship that makes their responses to stigmatization possible (Dieckhoff 2003). These accounts contrast with the responses to
stigmatization by Arab Israelis, which appeal to universal human dignity, as opposed to shared
religion (Mizrahi and Herzog 2012). Members of this group attempt to depoliticize social
difference by avoiding the use of a language of human rights and mobilize Jews in their social
network in their defense (ibid.). Their ethno-religious identity, however, remained explicit and
firmly differentiated from that of the Jews.

B) Brazil:

When interviewing middle class and working class Afro-Brazilians about their views on
the best approach for responding to stigmatization, Silva and Reis (2012) find that they most
frequently embrace a dialogical and fuzzy “racial mixture” script as a response. This term is used
to describe the multiracial character of the Brazilian population (“we are all a little Black”) and
its hybrid culture and identity, as much as the notion that everyone, independently of phenotype,
can be fully committed a multiracial society. Racial mixture is a crucial collective myth for the
Brazilian nation (along with the myth of racial democracy), and it acts as a more inclusive and
less politically loaded cultural basis for cultural membership than does shared religion in the
Israeli case. Silva and Reis remark: “Very few interviewees consistently used one single
concept of racial mixing throughout the interview. In most interviews, all these meanings co-
existed, even if with different frequencies and strengths.” P. x. In a recent review of the literature
on racial mixture, Telles and Sue (2009) suggest that in Latin America especially, the centrality
of mixed racial categories does not translate into a decline in racial inequality. Marx (1998) also
analyzes the role of the state in creating racial boundaries and hierarchies. Governments feed
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21 Silva and Reis (2012) identify four uses of the term “racial mixture:” 1) to describe whitening among blacks 2) to
celebrate Brazilian negritude (which is defined as mixed); 3) to describe Brazilian national identity; 4) to describe a
personal experience or non-racist strategy for responding to racism, that is, “non-essentialist racialism” which can
mobilize by whites as well). While the last two frames are used by more than 50 percent of the respondents, the last
one is the most popular (being used by 66 percent of the 160 respondents) and the first one is the least popular
(being used by 17 percent only).
collective imaginaries by defining rules of membership across a number of policy areas which have a direct impact on those who experience exclusion as well as on shared conceptions of cultural membership (alternatively, ethnic boundaries also shape state action – see also Lieberman (2009) for a cross-national illustration concerning state responses to aids in Brazil, India, and South-Africa).

This analysis suggests that some strategies are more likely to be found in some contexts than others (e.g. promoting racial mixture in Brazil and confronting in the US). However, the use of repertoires is linked not only to their availability, but also to proximate and remote determinants that make that some individuals are more or less likely to use certain repertoires than others (Lamont 1992). A more detailed look at the interaction between repertoires, social resources, situational cost, and opportunity structure will be the object of future analysis. For now, suffice to restate that national ideologies do not push individuals toward a single strategy – they simply make strategies more or less likely across contexts, enabling and constraining them.

**The United States: Other Repertoires**

**Neo-liberalism**

We now provide a closer look at African-American responses enabled by neo-liberalism, i.e. responses that emphasize 1) self-reliance and autonomy (connected to individualization and the privatization of risk); 2) competitiveness, and educational and economic achievement; and 3) the signaling of social status through consumption. These individualist responses may be alternative to, and often threaten, collective responses, such as social movement and political mobilization (Bourdieu 1998; see below).

It may be objected that these responses exist independently of neo-liberalism, as they are central to the tenets of the American creed (as described by Hochschild 1995; also Fischer
2010). However, their centrality and availability are likely to be accentuated in the neo-liberal era, as the two types of repertoires (the American dream and neo-liberalism) become intertwined under the influence of market fundamentalism (see Greenhouse 2011; also Richland 2009). In the neo-liberal era, the American dream is less about individual freedom and equality, and more about individual success, performance, competition, and economic achievement.

While there is great variation in how African-Americans interpret “the American Dream,” some defining it as nightmare, many of our interviewees believe that the best response of racism is for Blacks to work to get ahead through education, and that they should persevere regardless of persistent discrimination (also Welburn and Pittman 2012 based on data on African-Americans living in New Jersey). Moreover, the desire to “make it big” is very salient in interviews, and a large number of the individuals we talked to dream of starting their own business; they mention the distance from racists that being self-employed can provide, together with the advantage of financial security (also Frederick 2010). They also value hard work and its most important outcome, financial independence. It is worth quoting a working class man who is a particularly vocal advocate of economic achievement. He describes the people he likes as “hustlers” who, like him, hold several jobs and are willing to do anything to make money. He talks about his friend Thomas, who he says “does landscaping in the morning for a company. Then he has his own contracts in the middle of the day, sleeps and goes to work for FedEx at night… I like to see hustlers because that’s something that I do: just hustling. No laws are being broke, no one is being hurt.”

Respondents also put a great emphasis on self-reliance for themselves and others. In so doing, they may want to mark distance toward the stereotype of low-income African-Americans who depend on others for their subsistence and “don’t want to pull their own weight”. For
instance, a woman who works for a dry-cleaning business and a grocery store, and who admits to struggling financially says:

*I don’t like beggars. I don’t like anybody’s looking for a handout, I like people that want to get out and do something for themselves and help themselves . . . I just can’t deal with beggars.*

This script, which is found in many interviews, is embraced by White and Black American working class men alike (Lamont 2000; also Pattillo-McCoy 1999). It is reinforced by the script of privatization of risk central to neo-liberalism (Hacker 2006) and is embodied in the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996, which implicitly defined the poor as lazy and immoral (Guetzkow 2010).

Similar responses are found among middle class respondents, with a focus on professional achievement and to improving their social and economic status. The majority of the respondents in this class category describe themselves as strongly committed to such goals. They also often define themselves by their ability to “do the job” as well or better than whites, and they conceive of competence as an important anti-racist strategy (Lamont and Fleming 2005). Others celebrate the virtue of competition and define African-American culture as embracing it (as a transit technician puts it “We love to compete. Anything you put us in that's athletic, we just excel. [We] love to compete.”) These respondents say they want to hire other African-Americans when possible but that incompetence defines the limits of racial solidarity (as one respondent says: “you fuck up and I am done with you.”) The conditions for cultural memberships that are imposed on middle class African-Americans may put limitations on their racial solidarity toward low-income Blacks, if achievement and economic success are *sine qua non* for cultural membership (Lamont and Fleming 2005).
Formal education and individual educational attainment are viewed by many as essential in a highly competitive neo-liberal climate – especially for African-Americans who have experienced greater job market instability than members of other racial groups in recent years. Accordingly, when asked about the best way to respond to racism, the pursuit of education is the second most frequent answer among our respondents, after confrontation (see above p. X). As one of them puts it, speaking of young African-Americans:

You can’t take a diploma from them . . . It’s recorded.... They are African-Americans so... there are some strikes. Get all the education so when you’re sitting down with the competition, at least you know [what it’s like]. He has it, your competition has it. You’re going to get it. I’ll go in debt to get my sons the education money . . . . You can take sports away, but you can’t take a diploma away.

Echoing this interviewee, a writer also celebrates education as a tool for gaining inclusion, while noting its limitation. She also stresses the importance of financial independence and points the importance of “being on top”:

My mother said, “Girl, go to school. Get your education. They can’t take it out of your head . . . you’ll get the job. You’ll get fair treatment.” So that’s what I expected from a job. But that’s not what it’s all about... Go get your education, but don’t make that everything. Have you some side something going on. .. When the cards fall, as they will, you have to decide you want to be on top. And the only way you can be on top is if you get something for yourself.

Along similar lines, a teacher explains the importance of education for autonomy, the utility of separatism and the self-reliance of African-Americans in a context of pervasive racism:

Even though we will never be integrated fully, we will never be accepted, as long as we
can educate a number of our people, we can challenge these different cultures that we face each and every day. Or we can have our own hospitals, our banks, our own, be our and have our own so we don’t have to be subjected with negativity each and every day.

While getting a formal education is not exclusive of collective solutions (as getting education may contribute to “lifting the race”) and of collective empowerment (“to put our people in place… to create a future for us”), the prime beneficiary of a college degree is its holder. One interviewee, a property manager, emphasizes that collective empowerment in more important than individual success when he says (after stating “you need the monetary flow… if you want to make your own rules”):

*I don’t believe in pursuing in the American dream by just having physical things. It’s more important that we establish the institutions that would give our people longevity and empowerment in the future. The American dream tells us to be successful as individuals, where[as] everybody else comes here and is successful as a group. Our American dream is an illusion because most of our dreams are through credit [...] which makes us sharecroppers.*

He asserts the importance of collective empowerment over the simple accumulation of goods and individual achievement for fighting racism. Nevertheless, of the respondents who discussed formal education when we questioned them about the best tool for responding to stigmatization, a third spoke of its importance for the improvement of the group, and two thirds referred to its importance for the individual. This is in line with the neo-liberal emphasis on the privatization of risk, and with the related question of how African-Americans explain their fate (as resulting from individual effort or linked fate). Recent research demonstrates that African-Americans have become more individualist in their explanation of inequality over the last few decades (Bobo et
As a correlate of the emphasis put on economic and educational achievement, some African-American respondents also emphasize consumption as a means to providing proofs of cultural citizenship. Some respondents define their success in terms of what they are able to afford to buy—whether a house, a car or an education for their children. Being able to use money as an equalizer (i.e. by shopping at brand stores, sporting professional attire or driving a nice car) is often seen as a fool-proof means of demonstrating that one belongs, and that one has achieved a middle class status that lessens, to some extent, the stigma of being Black in contemporary American (Lamont and Molnar 2002; Pittman 2012). While the literature emphasizes conspicuous consumption of luxury goods among African-Americans (ibid), we find that our respondents are most concerned with consuming items that are associated with a “decent” or “normal” middle or working class lifestyle. For instance, the dry-cleaning/grocery store employee expresses regrets: “I wish I had my own condo, a decent car to drive… I take a vacation and sit at home.” Also, many interviewees value having the means to support oneself, to buy health insurance, and to have “a little cushion.” But, as is the case for elite African-Americans (Lamont and Fleming 2005), using access to economic resources as a criterion for cultural membership excludes all low-income African-Americans.

It would be important to ascertain whether and how neo-liberalism has transformed African-American understandings of the conditions for gaining cultural membership and whether economic achievement looms larger in these scripts today than it did a few decades ago, reinforcing themes central to the national scripts centered on achievement and individualism (Sears et al 2000). This is not an easy task as the spread of neo-liberalism occurred concurrently.
with economic, educational, political and legal gains for African-Americans, which led some to believe in the advent of a “post-racial America,” especially in the wake of Barack Obama’s Presidential election in 2008. While racial discrimination persists, it is equally difficult to ascertain the relative impact of neo-liberalism on stigmatized groups in other countries. However, given the relative significance of governmental efforts to promote neo-liberal policies and to protect workers from its impact across advanced industrial societies, one can presume that this impact has been particularly important in the United States. More than ever, many African-Americans may have become convinced that self-reliance, economic success, individual achievement, and consumption are the best response to stigmatization. However, many of our respondents are nostalgic about a time when Black collective movements were dynamic and they have vivid memories of the systematic dismantling of radical collective movements such as the Black Power movement, by the state. Thus, it is not surprising that there is a clash between individualist responses inspired by neo-liberalism and other responses enabled by repertoires celebrating collective identity, as we suggest below.

**African-American Collective Identity**

The collective identity and vision of a common past serves as a buffer against stigmatization for a number of African-Americans. This is accomplished through 1) a shared narrative of “we-ness” that can act as a source of comfort and pleasure; 2) an awareness of a shared tradition of resilience in the context of continued discrimination, which helps individuals make sense of their experience; and 3) an identity defined in opposition to that of whites that reinforces non-economic matrixes of worth. We gathered evidence on these questions by probing
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23 This is confirmed by Greenhouse (2011)’s ethnographic analysis of the entanglements of politics and identity in the major American legislation of the 1990s. See also Chauvel (2010) on the impact of the welfare state on the economic instability of youth across advanced industrial societies.
interviewees on what it means for them to be African-Americans, what makes their group distinctive, and related questions.

In the context of interviews, a large number of individuals explained that African-Americans have a common culture and social experience, or a shared “background” that provides them a sense of pleasure. This sense of “cultural intimacy” (Herzfeld 1996) is described by one middle age African man thus:

“That’s what I like about our people. Good or bad, we’re coming together . . . We all got an uncle somewhere that chases young girls, and a grandmother somewhere who has certain sayings . . . Or an aunt who can cook a sweet potato pie... You put us together in a restaurant and we’ll walk out of there laughin’ because it’s going to be something that we have in common. And that’s just our people; it’s just the way it is. I haven’t met anybody that didn’t have a grandmother like my grandmother. Or an aunt. Somebody.

Similarly, one interviewee describes African-Americans as “having a bond,” as being “on the same frequency,” while another explains that African-Americans generally knowing where other Blacks “are coming from.” It is noteworthy that this sense of cultural intimacy is also salient in discussions of interracial relationships, where the absence of shared experiences of discrimination is described as a major challenge. This is illustrated by one middle class interviewee who discards white romantic partners after one negative experience. Referring to his former girlfriend, he explains that “she can’t get the joy out of watching Mandela walk out of jail . . . She can’t understand when three white police officers shoot two black males for nothing. She could say ‘they shouldn’t have been out there.’ See, I’d have to choke her…”

When probing interviewees about what are the distinctive characteristics of African-Americans, we find that the notion of “a shared culture” is frequently mentioned spontaneously,
ex aequo with similar responses that all point to other aspects of “cultural sameness:” morality, the importance of religion, the importance of caring, the richness of Black culture; and of Black aesthetics and popular culture (each received 11 percent of the 307 responses given to this probe). These figures support the relatively high salience of shared culture in “folk” or “racial” conceptualization of blackness among African-Americans (Morning 2009; Silva 2012).

Psychologists have shown that shared identity provides a feeling of comfort, and of being understood, that can act as buffers or provide solace when one feels being underestimated, distrusted, over-scrutinized, misunderstood, feared, overlooked, avoided, or discriminated against (e.g. Neblett et al 2004). As such, widely available repertoires presenting and making salient African-American shared identity and culture can act as resources that sustain social resilience. Such repertoires are crucial sources for recognition that have been neglected by social psychologists who tend to focus on networks, family, and community as environmental sources of resilience (as summarized by Son Hing, this volume). If they are absent, individuals are more likely to find themselves vulnerable, isolated, and less able to respond to assaults on their sense of dignity – as was the case for Joe before he ran into a Black minister when exiting an elevator, in the incident related above. Such repertoires are likely to be more widely available in societies that support multiculturalism (see Kymlicka 2007; Wright and Bloemraad 2012) and adopt institutional structures that mitigate a clear ingroup/outgroup demarcations (Emmenegger et al. 2011).

In describing what African-Americans have in common, a number of respondents often mention resilience and a tradition of overcoming barriers. Indeed, when probing interviewees about what are the distinctive characteristics of African-Americans, we find that respectively 15 percent and 12 percent of the response concern “resilience” and a shared history of overcoming
racial barriers. Accordingly respondents refer with respect and admiration to the stories their parents have told them about their past experiences with combatting or dealing with racism. These stories make salient shared identity and past struggles. They also provide individuals standardized tools for making sense of their individual experience and for avoiding internalizing negative messages. As such, they do contribute to the social resilience of their group. However, a number of respondents also mentioned what they perceive to be the more negative features of African-Americans: self-destructiveness, lack of solidarity, lack of self-respect, the use of Ebonics, hip hop fashion, and the prevalence of youth violence – for a total 12 percent of the characteristics mentioned. Thus, collective identity can be a source of collective shame as well as a source of pride.

African American social resilience is also likely to be strengthened by a widely available repertoire that defines Blacks in opposition to Whites, and puts their “caring self” above the “disciplined self” of whites. Based on interviews conducted in 1993, Lamont (2000) argued that African-Americans working class men she talked with, perceived themselves as more caring and accepting, as “having the spirit” or “soul” or as more in contact “with the human thing” than Whites. Some contrasted this portrayal with a view of whites as materialist, power-obsessed (“he who has the gold makes the rules”), arrogant and self-serving – as manifested in the “illusion of white superiority.” Lamont (2000) argued that by defining themselves as more moral than Whites, African-Americans promoted a matrix of evaluation that counterbalanced the emphasis on economic achievement promoted by neo-liberalism. This matrix functions as an alternative measuring stick and enables low to middle income earners to cultivate a sense of dignity and self-pride despite their lower socio-economic status. These observations appear to hold for the respondents we interviewed in 2012 (a topic to be explored in future publications.)
Awareness of the need to cultivate alternative matrixes of evaluation is strong among some respondents. A few emphasize the importance of celebrating a range of achievements by African-Americans and of cultivating knowledge of Black culture and tradition (knowing “their roots”) among young people. They also lament the weak sense of Black pride in their community. For instance, a property manager explains:

“Most of our problems as Black people stem from the fact that we do not have our connection to our roots.... We don’t look back to our story for any type of strength or encouragement... We don’t have a village where there are elders who direct the youth.”

This man stresses the importance of giving Black children a sense of purpose and pride by reconnecting them with their group identity (also Bouchard 2009). He wants to broadcast an alternative collective narrative about the group’s past and future which may bolster social resilience – in lieu of scripts of consumerism and individual achievement that are enabled and made more salient by neo-liberalism. Strengthening the connection with the past could provide a way for low-income Blacks to gain a sense of cultural membership despite their being low on the totem pole of individual achievement – a way not to be “loser” in an increasingly dominant neo-liberal competition.

**Conclusion: What Confers Social Resilience?**

In examining “How can responses to stigmatization confer social resilience?”, this chapter has focused on social resources that may sustain recognition by focusing on the cultural repertoires on which African-Americans draw to consider what are the ideal responses to racism. We have suggested that these repertoires act as resources that sustain social resilience, conceived as features of groups. Such repertoires are part of an environment that feeds the sense of empowerment and worth of group members. They may be unevenly available across social
contexts, depending on the success of mobilization efforts enacted by the stigmatized as well as their allies and the extent to which societies support multiculturalism or other means of creating more porous boundaries between various types of in-groups and out-groups.

In the preceding section, we have argued that exposure to cultural repertoires that make salient and celebrate a shared culture has positive effect on social resilience. This complements findings from social psychology described by Son Hing (this volume), that strong in-group (racial) identification fosters resilience for those who experience lower levels of discrimination. Indeed, among ethnic minority youth in Scotland, the more girls experienced collective self-esteem the lower their depression and their anxiety (Cassidy et al 2004). Similarly, Asian American children experiencing discrimination from their peers, have higher self-esteem if they feel more positively toward their ethnic group (Rivas-Drake et al 2008). This work suggests that the mere fact of partaking in a similar experience and of sharing a similar narrative may provide a buffer in the form of social support. While psychologists are generally not concerned with the cultural sources of such strong group identities, our chapter illuminates this part of the puzzle.

Future research should explore which of the three types of repertoires considered here – national myths, neo-liberalism, and collective identity and history – have the most positive impact on social resilience. However, this cannot be an easy task for several reasons: 1) While social actors generally privilege a repertoire, they often alternate between them across situations and over time, making it difficult to establish a direct causal relationship between types of repertoires, social resilience and well-being; 2) The three types of repertoires may be becoming increasingly braided, especially under the growing influence of neo-liberalism; 3) Neo-liberal themes may have simultaneously beneficial and pernicious effects on social resilience. Indeed they may promote self-blaming for failure (see Son Hing’s chapter), encourage African-
Americans to escape stigma through a universalist logic (for instance, compete to “get the skills to get the job” according to the principle of “the best man for the job”), and are limit the appeal of alternative moral matrixes of evaluation which may allow low-status individuals to fare better. To complicate matters further, neo-liberalism may also encourage stigmatized group to make claims based on human rights (also Kymlicka and Jenson and Levi in this volume), while undercutting in practice collective claims by promoting individualization. Finally, neo-liberalism may promote competition with members of other stigmatized groups, and thus affect negatively the potential for collective mobilization.  

There is also the possibility that individuals are using repertoires differently under neo-liberalism: they may be increasingly skeptical of collective projects and collective myths, and find refuge in their private life. For example, this is suggested in the paradoxical fact that in early 2011, the French were found to be more pessimistic about the future than most other national groups being compared, yet were producing more children. Privatization may be more likely in a context where individuals have few resources to realize their dream and yet are asked to deploy entrepreneurialism and other neo-liberal virtues.

It is too early to determine whether patterns in responses to stigmatization are converging across the national cases we are considering and whether, overall, African-Americans are better off (in terms of subjective well-being for instance) than their Brazilian or Israeli counterparts. Also, more comparative analysis is needed before we can draw conclusion on the relative impact

---

24 Future research should draw on ethnographic observation to assess how accounts of responses to stigmatization compare with actually responses. This is essential to better understand the relationship between interaction and available grammars of action – two deeply intertwined aspects of social life, which each gives us only a partial view of human action.

25 The annual BVA-Gallup international survey revealed the French to be the “world champions of pessimism.” It found that 61 percent of French thought that 2011 would bring economic difficulties, compared to an average of 28 percent in the 53 countries surveyed.http://www.bva.fr/fr/sondages/les_perspectives_economiques_2011.html
of neo-liberalism on social resilience for African-Americans as compared to Afro-Brazilians and stigmatized groups in Israel. Nevertheless, we venture to predict that the former are less culturally buffered from the pernicious effects of neo-liberalism than their counterparts in Brazil and Israel, given the centrality of individualism and economic achievement in the collective myth of the American dream. Moreover, the fact that in the United States, the “losers” of market fundamentalism (as measured by unemployment rate and other indicators) are disproportionately “outsiders” (immigrants and African-Americans) can also increase the legitimacy of neo-liberal themes in this national context. While the American Dream empowers many, it often leaves those who can’t achieve it without hopes. This is both the grandeur and the tragedy of the American collective imaginary.
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Methodological Appendix

Case selection:

Our countries of comparison were selected to maximize differences in frequency in perceived discrimination across cases, the latter being an indicator of the strength or permeability of boundaries across national contexts. The selection was based on a comparison by Lamont and Bail (2005) of the relative strength of social boundaries in various realms (labor market, spatial segregation, etc), as well as that of symbolic boundaries (pertaining to collective identity) across half a dozen countries. We had hypothesized that overall, perceived discrimination, and by extension, the range and salience of anti-racist strategies, would be greater for Muslim Palestinian citizens of Israel than for Negros in Brazil, for whom interracial sociability and interracial sexual relationships are relatively frequent. We originally viewed the American case as an intermediary one, one where racism would be very salient, but also one where intergroup boundaries would be weaker than in Israel, with different patterns of response. Of course, as data collection proceeded, we became increasingly aware of the complexity of the comparison, which would be far less linear and more multidimensional than we had anticipated.

Research Design:

The research designs for the three national cases were largely parallel in each site. We conducted interviews with a relatively large number of respondents (by the standards of qualitative methods), with the goals of reaching saturation and of systematically comparing anti-racist strategies across populations. The data collection consisted of open-ended two-hour interviews with working and middle class men and women. In the United States, we conducted interviews in the New York metropolitan area which presents a full spectrum of social classes for both majority and minority groups. In Brazil and Israel, we chose as major metropolitan centers
Rio de Janeiro and Tel Aviv because, like New York, they are mixed cities where relationship between members of various ethno-racial groups are frequent and highly routinized, without the clear predominance of one particular group (on mixed cities, see Monterescu and Rabinowitz 2007). These metropolises should not be viewed as representative of the national population because there are large regional variations in the spatial distribution of ethno-racial groups in each of the three countries under consideration.

**Selection of respondents:**

Respondents were limited to native-born interviewees (with the exception of Ethiopian immigrants to Israel). The samples comprise males and females in roughly comparable numbers for each site. Middle class respondents have a two or four year college degree and are typically professionals or managers. The working class respondents have a high school degree (or equivalent) but no college degree. The age range is between 20 and 70, with small variations across the three countries.

**Sampling:**

Methods for sampling respondents varied slightly cross-nationally in response to the specific challenges associated with locating respondents from various class and racial groups across sites given the local patterns of social and spatial segregation and concentration, and cultural factors.

In the United States, middle and working class respondents were recruited using two primary techniques. First, we employed a survey research company to recruit participants. The company used census track and marketing data to identify potential participants who met a number of criteria. Then it mailed letters announcing the study to these randomly sampled African Americans living in northern New Jersey and called potential participants to encourage
participation and confirm their eligibility for the study. Second, in order to increase our sample size, we employed snowball sampling techniques, with no more than three referrals per participant. This method was particularly fruitful for recruiting working class respondents and men, who were less likely to respond to requests from our survey research company. Respondents were paid $20 for their participation.

In the case of Brazil, sampling procedures were as follows: Because the number of black middle class individuals remains limited, we identified respondents through firms (e.g. in the sectors of oil and telecommunication), networks (i.e. Facebook for Black professionals) and professional associations, in addition to some snowball sampling from a wide networks of contacts (with up to three referees per respondent). Working class respondents were identified by a survey firm and paid for their participation (this was not the case for the middle class as we were anticipated that this would not create a good context of exchange for the interview).

Finally, in Israel the sample was constructed through multi-entry snowballing. Interviewers reached out to individuals meeting our various sampling criteria in a large range of settings. They aimed to diversify the composition of the sample in terms by occupation.

Interviews and Data Analysis:

In the three sites, most respondents were interviewed by an ethno-racial (but not a class) in-group member (for all but a few exceptions). The interviews were confidential, conducted in a location of the respondent’s choosing and were recorded with the interviewee’s consent. Respondents were questioned on a range of issues concerning what it means to be an “X” (e.g. African-American), similarities and differences between them and other ethno-racial groups, their views on social mobility and inequality, past experiences with racism, what they have learned in their family and at school about how to deal with exclusion, and so on. Discourse was
elicited by asking respondents to describe past, most recent, and general, experiences with racism and discrimination; relationships with coworkers, neighbors, family members and community members involving discrimination and the strategies they used for handling these situations.

The interview schedule, first developed for the American case, was carefully adapted to the Brazilian and Israeli cultural contexts. Most importantly in the Brazil case, instead of explicitly asking questions about racial identity, we waited for it to emerge spontaneously in the context of the interview. If it did not, we asked questions on this topic at the end of the interview— the salience of racial identity being one of the key foci of the project. In Israel, we were particularly interested in the articulation between various types of stigmatized identities (Blackness, Arab identity, and the backwardness which are often likened in Orientals views about the Mizrahis).

The interviews were fully transcribed and systematically coded by a team of research assistants with the help of the qualitative data analysis software Atlas.ti. The coding scheme was developed iteratively by the three national teams of coders, with the American coders taking the lead. This coding scheme includes over 1,500 entries. A substantial portion of the interviews were coded by more than one person. Codes and a list of interviewees are available upon request.

Studying Responses to Stigmatization:

In the three countries, we documented responses to stigmatization by asking interviewees about ideal or “best approach” for dealing with racism, independently of context, their responses to specific racist incidents, the lessons they teach their children about how to deal with racism, their views on the best tools their group has at its disposal to improve their situation, and their reactions to a list of specific strategies. We also considered how these responses vary with a
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26 We initially postponed mentioning the centrality of race in our project in our interviews with African-Americans, but this created awkward situations as most respondents expected the study to be concerned with this topic.
number of social and cultural indicators (including gender, class, age, and whether individuals live in integrated or segregated environments, whether racist incidents occurred in public or private spaces, and entailed violence, assaults against one’s dignity, or institutional discrimination).